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FOREWORD

Commander Steve F. Kime , an observer of the Soviet milita ry for
much of his ca reer , presents i n this monograp h his views of the nuclear-
age Soviet Navy. New license for Russian naval power is identi fied , but
so are inherent l imitat i ons . There are important  imp lications for US
naval policy in the weaknesses as well as in the newfound strengths of
the Soviet Navy.

Any ~‘model” of the Soviet Navy would be controversial and the
author acknowledge s this ; nevertheless , the “broad outlines ” are reason-
ably discernible. He presents his arguments and describes the “profile ”
and composition of the Soviet Navy as he sees it .  Based on his views
and the current Soviet naval inventory , he presents an estimate of th~
Soviet Navy for the nineteen .eighties. He indicates what kind of devel-
opments wo uld disprove his views of Soviet naval strategy.

This monograp h is a ti mely and useful contribution to the li terature
on the Soviet Navy. Fiscal constraints and the politico-military com-
plexities of contemporary international politics are hampering the
ability of traditional naval powers to build naval forces and exercise sea-
power . Because of this , it is increasingl y importan t  that we seek a tiet~er
understanding of the naval policies of a pot ential adversary that has ,
until recent history , been regarded as a “continental” power.

R. G. GARD , JR.
Lieutenan t Genera l , USA
President
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SOVIET NAVAL STRATEGY FOR THE EIGHTIES

It is wrong to try to build a navy in the image and likeness of
even the strongest seapower , and it is wrong to define the
requi rements for building warships for one ’s own Na vy guided
only by quanti tative criteria and the relative strength of ship
inventories . Every country has a specific requiremen t for naval
forces , and only this requirement , determined by the mission
of the Navy , ca n serve as the basis for the development of
types of forces , ship types, and weapon ry .’

Sergey Georgiyevich Gorshkov
Ad miral of t he Fleet of the Soviet Uni on

Soviet military thought since the Second World War reflects a
general adjustment to the “revolution in military affairs. ” The
development of nuclear weapons and missile delivery systems was the
beginning of a technological upheaval in military affairs. Current Soviet
naval policy emerge d in symbiosis with the adjustment of all the
elements of Russia’s traditionally continental military policy to the
nuclear-missile age .

First came the possibility, and then the imperative , of maintaining
a credible intercontinental attack capability. The logic of the nuclear
age made strategic defense an integral part of the intercontinental
attack calculus. As mutua l  deterrence raised the risks of confrontation
to unacceptable levels , the nuclear umbrella was raised over forces for
conventional warfare. This changed dramatically the nature of
traditional military strategies between great powers.

For Soviet seapower it was a revolutionary change indeed . Though
geography, economics , and a ground-oriented military tradition were
not to be totally swept away, it became increasingl y clear that maritime
power would be an important part of Soviet military and foreign
policy. As Gorshkov suggested above , the Soviet Union would have her
own “specific requirement for naval forces” and would produce a navy
different from all others in the history of navies.

What kind of navy is it and where is it going in the 1980’s? The
present Soviet Navy and the broad outlines of the policies directing it ,
can readily be described . Any such description , even of the present ,
would not find unanimity among observers , and any view of the future
is bound also to be controversial. However , in my opinion , because
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there is much we already know about the Soviet Navy and because it
takes a long time to design and build ships , the outlines of both the
present and the future Soviet Navy are reasonably clear .

The remainder of” this paper (~~ii’~lool~~briefly at Soviet naval
strategy and’ i.fP7sketcl~ tlie shape of the navy that will likely evolve to
execute that strategy in the eighties.~

SOME FACTORS AFFE CTING SOVIET NAVAL DEVELO PMENT

Geography has never favored Russian seapower . Even in the
nuclear age , widely separated fleet areas and restricted access to the
open ocean are important limitations. They are not as important ,
howt~ver , as they used to be when Russian ships which ventured far
from the shadow of the continental  power of the homeland were
largely at the mercy of tradit ion al seapowers. For centuries , though
there were high points and moments of glory, Russian naval power was
confined to local seas and support of ground forces when truly
important  conflict was involved.

Admiral Gorshkov acknowledges the importance of geographi cal
l imita t ions , but rejects assertions that a continental  power cannot also
be a “great seapower. ”2 While recognizing that  “considerable
difficulties for Russian seapower stemmed from its geographical
positio n ,” the Soviet nava l commander accentuates the importance of
Russian naval power in the fate of the state .3

The fact is that one can no longer assess a state as primarily a sea-
power or a continental  power . If it falls into one of these categories ,
and is als o an intercontinenta l military power , a state gains leverage and
credtbi lity which enables its forces to assume roles and missions beyond
the limitations imposed by simple geopolitical categories. Of course the
modern Russia n Navy has retained the entire range of tasks formerly
associated with the Russia n N avv—as sianni en ts  aimed at the defense of
the borders and at support of ground forces in cont inental  offe n sives.
But the Sovie t Navy was not to be so confined; the politics and the
military realities of the nuclear age engendered new license for the
expression of Soviet naval power.

There are new combat m issions at strategi c levels , and new
opportunities for the peacetime , or noncon flict , expression of Soviet
naval power in the nuclear age . A primary factor changing the context
for the expression of seapower is the existence of the nuclear level of
conflict . The possibility of prec ipitating an intercontinental nuclear

2
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exchange permeates the entire range of possible con fl icts at sea . This
has had a dramatic effect upon the evolution of Soviet naval forces ,
because it vitiates geographic limitations. Naval forces for nuclear attack
and defense are justified in sp ite of geographic considerations , and
peacetime uses of naval force , which rely on the threat of escalation ,
have never been precluded by geography.

Geography would probaby be a decisive factor if the Soviet Navy
atte mpted to apply seapower in some traditional ways. Geographic
limitations would weigh heavily upon attempts to “com mand” a
sign ificant portion of the high seas, to “project ” naval forces against
oppositio n very far from the Eurasian perip hery , or to decide some
important issue at sea disconnected from Soviet continental intere sts
and the Soviet nuclear umbrella.4 The Soviet leadersh ip seems to have
understood this very well and to have aimed their Navy primarily at the
two extremes of the conflict spectrum: forces are built for major
int erconti nent al and conti nen tal wa r , but someti mes deployed for
political reasons.

Econon’.tc considerations affect Soviet naval construction. While it
is generally true that Soviet mili tary planners enjoy a leadership
disposed to a very high defense spending, the Soviet Navy surely has to
jus tify expensive ships and submarines. Khru shchev made it clear that
some types of forces, notably surface ships, were far less j ustified than
others. Gorshkov remembers when , in the deba tes over whe re to place
the most rubles , the Navy was placed under extreme pressure :

in our military scientific circles extreme views were
voiced , whose essence was the denigration of the role of
individ ual branches of the armed forces and armament
systems. Even the Navy ’s capability to operate at sea and ,
consequent ly, the country ’s need for it , was denied .5

It seems clear that strategic nuclear forces get priority, and that
the Soviet Navy ’s claim to a large share of the defense budget must still
be couched in terms of strategic offensive and defensive roles. When
Gorshkov speaks of st rategic nuclear naval missions, he ofte n puts them
in the context of “operations against the shore .” These operations now
inv olve naval capabilities that ca n directly affect the course a nd even
the outcome of a conflict. “In this con nection ,” Gorshkov says, “naval
operations against the shore have assumed dominant importance in
naval warfare , and both the technical policy of building a navy and the
development of the art of naval warfare have been subordinated to
them. ”6
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If Gorshkov wishes to justify the building of new surface ships , for
examp le , he must show how they are related to strategic offensive and
defensive roles . If he wants to “sell” an air-capable ship like Kiev to the
Soviet leadership, he must couch his j ustification in term s of a strategic
mission such as antisubmarine warfare . To be sure , Soviet naval forces ,
and especially sleek new sur face ships , will be used to “show the flag, ”
but  it would be difficult  for the Soviet Navy to justify them in terms of
political missions . Similarly, Soviet naval units are used for
Interposition , or denial , as a way of discouraging Western naval action ,1
but it is unlikely that units are actually built with this in mind.

The Soviet Navy is only one, albeit vital , elemen t of Soviet
maritime policy. The economic arguments favoring construction
of non-nava l ships are strong ones. Warships are not the only means of
showing the flag, and they bring in no hard currency to relieve balance
of payments proble ms or provide protein for the Russian diet.

If for the decades just past new naval license has been manifested
in the strategic military and political realms , new non-naval maritime
license has appeared in the economic and political realms. The overlap
is in the realm of politics, but the driving forces behind the construc-
tion of all Soviet maritime instruments have been military missions and
economic goals. The navy has not been denied what it needs to conduct
a “defense in depth”8 of the USSR , but non-naval maritime programs
have had claim on vast resources to serve economic purposes. In the
mid-l950’s, when Soviet foreign policy took on more global dimen-
sions , and j ust as the Soviet Navy began evolving its current nuclear age
profi le of capabilities , some resources were shifted from naval to
~.ierchant construction. 9 Fishing and oceanographic ships have also
proliferated in the last quarter of a century . It is apparent that the
USSR has evolved an integrated maritime policy and that the navy ’s
claim to resources to serve that policy is not always decisive. ’0

The internal sociopolitical position of the Soviet Navy does not
favor it in the competition for resources. Naval units have sometim es
been politically un reliable , a fac t which has surely not endeared that
Service to the leadership. ’’ But the Soviet Navy ’s ad mirals would have
to tak e a back seat to the marshals in any case. There is no question
that the Soviet leadership, political as well as military , t hinks in terms
of winning a future conflict in which victory would ultimately be
decided by what happens , or doesn ’t happen , with intercontinental
attack forces , and by events on the ground in Eurasia. The navy ’s
position in the competi tion for resources , given this perspective and the
longstanding domination of the marshals , obviousl y has limitations.
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A PROFILE OF SOVIET NAVAL POWER ’2

The factors discussed above all had th eir effect  on the
development of the Soviet Navy, and they will cont inue to do so. The
naval forces which have been built  represent cap abilities to exploit the
new political-military and strategic roles engendered by the nuclear age
as well as to support conflict at the peri phery of the Russian homeland.
Figures I and 2 are two models of Soviet naval power .

Basically, these are simple models . They say that the Soviet Navy
has practically unlimited credibility to act at the very lowest and very
highest levels of naval activity ; i .e., there are virtually no impediments
to some viable Soviet naval role in “ showing the flag ” and in all-out
nuclear war. The credibility of Soviet naval power becomes more
circumscribed , however , as one considers levels of conflict approaching
the center of the spectrum. They reveal a Soviet naval “profile ”
without  a formidable midsection.

Though the expa nsion of Soviet naval activity on the high seas has
been precipitated by a public image abroad of conceivable Soviet naval
roles throug hout the entire range of possible conflicts at sea , ’ ~ Soviet
naval capabilities have not been tailored to fit this comprehensive
image . The ability of the Soviet Navy to act independentl y and
decisively is credible at and near the two extremes of the spectrum of
naval options , but there is a large “grey area ” through the middle range .
This seemingly unbalanced naval capability reflects both the new
opportunities for and the residual l imi ta t ions  upon Soviet naval power
after the impact of nuclear-missile technology .

At  the lowest and highest levels , there are new opportunities for
Soviet naval power in the nuclear age . Only because of the advent of
nuclear missile deterrence could the Soviet Navy have become an
important strategic force in its own right. I ts  nuclear missiles , deployed
in advance and ready for instant command , are credible forces because
the historic geographic and economic l imi ta t ions  upon Russian
seapower are not , in this case , restraining influences.

In the past , the geographic separation of Soviet fleets , the ability
of other maritime powers to bottle the Russians up in narrow seas , and
the enormous resources demanded to build a navy large enough to
challenge other navies , all combined to keep the Russians from
mainta ining naval power which embodied a deterrent force at the highest
level of conflict. The navy was forced into tangential  roles at the
periphery of Russian massive cont inental  land power . Those days are
gone forever .
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Note : Explan a t ions  of the  various levels of naval conflict
depicted in Figure I are at endnote  14.

Figure I :  Soviet Naval Credibility
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At the lowest ranges of naval expression and action , the Soviet
Navy has also discovere d significant new room for maneuvering.  The
threat  of escalation removes the long necessity for the acquiescence of
the great naval powers . Furthermore , the decline of all but one great
naval rival and the revolution in communications have combined with
nuc iear age deterrence to make a modern version of Russian seapower
appealing to a leadership which is in tent  on extract ing the most possible
political as well as military benef it from every ruble in the defense
budget .

No longer is there such a tenuous thread connecting far-flung
Soviet naval units with the awesome power of the homeland , and Soviet
warshi ps cannot be treated with impun i ty  even by a vastly superior
naval rival . The entire spectrum of nonconflict expression of naval
power has thus been opened to the Soviet Navy, and it has been
increasingly exploited as the Soviet leadershi p has perceived this
opportunity for high returns on relatively limited investments. Since
about 1963 , the Soviet Navy has been the most dynamic military
element in the Soviet a t t emp t  to provide mobility and flexibil i ty to a
global fo rei gn policy. It has been accompanied by an ext reme ly
ambitious non- naval maritime expansion.

Soviet naval capabilities extend into the area of actu al
confrontation with Western naval power only at the lowest levels of
conflict and , in a limited theater where forces are concentrated , to a
major , but not protracted , level of hostility . Thus the nonconflict
expressions of Soviet naval power are based on combat credibility
which does not extend very far into  the realm of conflict at sea before
there must be recourse to the deterrent shield. Because the Soviet Navy
has such a short spectrum in which it can escalate limited conflict with
a credibl e threat of giving a good account of itself , its activity m u st
always be regarded closely connected to the Soviet strategic nuclear
umbrella. Moreov er , in view of the strong emphasis on missile
armament  in Soviet ships , it is clear that any shooting si tuat ion carries
the implicit and credible threat to cross the nuclear threshold at the
level of “tactical” weaponry and thus further ease the way for rapid
escalation to the highest levels.

It  is in the “grey area ” where the historic l imitat ions of Russian
seapower still weigh heavily upon the Soviet Navy in the nuclear age . A
prolonged and extensive conflict limited to mari t ime theaters would
find the Soviet Navy, in addit ion to being vastly outnumbered , more
easily bot tled up in restricted areas than its rival , and isolated f rom the
rest of the nation ’s substantial nonnuclear power which remains
“cont inenta l”  in location and capability.
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THE CURRENT SOVIET NAVY ’5

The authoritative , but unofficial , estimates of the Intern at ional
Insti tute for Strategic Studies (IISS) note that of the 3,675 ,000
uniformed personnel in the USSR , the Navy has 450 ,000. ’ 6 Of these ,
IISS reports that 50,000 are in the Naval Air Force , 12 ,000 in the Naval
Infantry , and 10,000 in the Coastal Artillery and Rocket Troops.

The most recent IISS estimates also state that the Soviet Navy
now has 82 strategic offensive submarines carrying 909 submarine-
launched ballistic missiles. There are 234 attack and cruise missile
submarines of which 82 are nuclear-powered and 152 are diesel-driven .
Major surface combatants , if one includes 103 frigates among them ,
now number  230. Soviet Naval Aviation maintains  about 662 combat
aircraft , 80 tankers , 260 helicopters , and 270 transports and trainer s.

The General Purpose ships are deployed so tha t  the bulk of the
submarines go the Northern and Pacific Fleets and major surface
combatants are split rough ly equally among all four fleets. The Naval
Infant ry  comprises five regiments , each with  three inf ant ry  bat ta l ions
and one tank battal ion.  The Pacific Fle et has two regiments and the
other three fleets have one each.

More specific order of battle informat ion  is presented in the
following tables (I through I I ) .

Table I

Strategic Nuclear Submarines ’5

Class Number  Missiles

Delta 11* 8 ( 16) SS-N-8
Delta I 13 ( 1 2 )  SS-N-8
Yankee 34 ( 16) SS-N-6
H-Class 7 (3) SS-N-5
Golf II (diesel) I I  (3) SS-N-S~~
Golf I (diesel) 9 (3) SS-N-4~~

Total 82

*One of these may be a new Delta JIl class .
**The sixty SS-N-4 and SS-N-5 missiles are n ot cou n ted in st rategic arm s

limitations.
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Table 2

Attack Submarines’ ~

Class Nu mber Propulsion

November 13 Nuclear
Victor 1 17 Nuclear
Victor II 3 Nuclear
Echo 1 5 Nuclear
Alpha 1 Nuclear
Fox trot 56 Diesel
Romeo 10 Diesel
Zulu 10 Diesel
Whiskey 40 Diesel
Bravo 4 Diesel
Tango 3 Diesel
Quebec (coastal) 5 Diesel

Total 167

Table 3

Cruise Missile Submarines ’5

Class Number Propuision Missiles

Papa I Nuclear ?
Charlie 13 Nuclear (8) SS-N-7
Echo II 29 Nuclear (8) SS-N-3
Juliett 16 Diesel (4) SS-N-3
Whiskey (Long Bin) 6 Diesel (4) SS-N-3
Whiskey (Twin

Cylinde r) 2 Diesel (2) SS-N-3

Total 67

I I  
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Table. 4

Major Surface Combatants (including Frigates) ’

Class Type Number SAM or SSM

Kiev VTOL Carrier 1 (2 buildin g) SSM & SAM
Moskva Helicopter Cruiser 2 SAM
Kara ASW Cruiser 5 SAM
Kresta I ASW Cruiser 4 SSM & SA M
Kresta 11 ASW Cruiser 9 (2 building) SAM
Kynda Cruiser 4 SSM & SAM
Sverdlov Cruiser 10 3 with SAM
Chapayev Training Cruiser
Krivak ASW Destroyer 14 SSM & SAM
Kani n ASW Destroyer 8 SAM
Kildin ASW Destroyer 4 SSM
Kashin ASW Destroyer 19 SAM & 5 w/ SSM
Mod-Kotlin Destroyer 8 SAM
Kotlin Destroyer 18
Skory Destroyer 20
Mirka Frigate 20
Petya Fri gate 45
Riga Fri gate 35
Kola Fri gate 3

Total 230
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Table 5

Minor Surface Combatants ’

Class Type Number ’ SSM or SAM

Nanuchk a Missile Patrol Ship 17 SSM & SAM
Turya Submarine Chase r 25
Pchela Hydrofoil Submarine

Chaser 25
Grisha Submarine Chaser 25
Poti Sub marine Chaser 64
Stenka Submarine Chaser 65
SO- I Submarine Chaser 65
OSA Missile Patrol Boat 120 SSM
Kornar Missile Patrol Boat S SSM
( Various) Motor Torpedo Boats 100
(Various) Minesweepers 330”

‘Numbers approximate , especially regarding smaller craft .
“Includes 150 coastal minesweepers.

Table 6

Larger Amphib ious Ships and Craft ’ ~

Class Type Number ’

Alligator LST 14
Ropucha LST 7
Polnocny LSM 60

‘Does not include about 180 small amphibious .ehicles and craft (M-P 2 .
4 , 6 . 8. 10 . and Vydr a) .  Nu mbers approximate .
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Table 7

Support Ships’ ~

Category Number ’

Oilers 60
Supply Ships 80
Depot Ships 20
Repair Shi ps 30
Intelligence Collectors I AGI) 54

~~ pproxj mate

Table 8

Ships in Reserve ’

Class/Type Number *

Whiskey Submarines (diesel) 90
Quebec Submarines (diesel) 15
Quebec Cruisers 2
Skory Destroyers 15
Riga Destroyers  10

‘Approximate

14
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Table 9

Soviet Naval Aviation ’5

Class Type Number *

Badger (TU-l6)  BOmber(ASM) 280
Backfire B Bomber (ASM) 30
Blinder (TU-22) Bomber 48
Beagle (IL-28) Bomber 10
Forger (Yak-36) VTOL Ground At tack  10
Fitter Ground Attack 10
Badger E/F Reconnaissance 39
Badger ECM 30
Various (Bear D/F , Ma y,

Mail) Maritime Reconnaissance 205
Badger Tankers 80
Various (Hound , Haze ,

Hormone) ASW Helicopters 260
Various Transports and Trainers 270

‘Approxi mate

a
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Table JO

Approximate Range of Soviet Naval Missiles ’ ~

System Range (Miles)

SA-N- l 16
SA-N-2 21
SA-N-3 21
SS-N- 2 15
SS-N-3 450
SS-N-4 350
SS-N-5 750
SS-N-6’ 1750
SS-N.8” 4800
SS-N-9 150

‘A solid propellent successor to SS-N-6 has been tested. Called the
SS-NX-l7 , it may be capable of carrying MIRV’s.

“The SS-NX- 18 , a three-warhead MIRV replacement for the SS-N-8 ,
has already bee n tested.

Table I I

Approximate Disposition of General Purpose Forces ’ ~

Type Force Northern Baltic Black Sea Pacifi c
Fleet Fleet Fleet’ Fleet

Attack and Cruise
Missile Submarines 110 35 20 70

Major Surface
Combata n ts” 50 50 60 60

Naval Infant ry
Regiments I I I 2

‘Includes the Caspian Flotilla and the Mediterranean Squadron.
“Includes Mirka , Petys , Riga , and Kola Class Friga tes .
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PROSPECTS FOR THE EIGHTIES

The cu rrent Soviet Navy , as described above in both descri ptive
models and in terms of specific order of battle , is not greatly different
from what the Sovie t Navy will see a decade from now . There will be
change , of course , but near-term change in this multifaceted and
relatively young force will be evolutionary rather than revolutionary .
Much of what now exists will be present through the 1980’s. Much of
what will appear has already been decided based on current
understandings.

No model of a Soviet military forc e could be “prove n ,” so I do
not claim that my description is the answer to understanding the Soviet
Navy. I do feel that it is generally accurate , and that the factors which
have resulted in the unique Sovie t naval force we see today will be
present through the eighties. If I am coriect , t wo things a re probably
true: the Soviet Navy is already quite close to the numerical limits of its
logical expa nsion; and , we should be able to discern the outlines of the
Sovie t Navy of the future .

The Soviet Navy does appear to be near the num erical limits of its
expansio n. In conson ance with Ad miral Gorshkov ’s continued emphasis
of quality over quanti ty ’8 we will probably see fewer un its in the
future Soviet Navy , but a higher proportion of units embodying the
latest technology . Admiral Gorshkov would be among the first to say
that numbers alone are not sufficient to judge navies ,t 9  and a change
downward in numbers of Sovie t naval units in the future would not
mean a significant reduction in the capabilities of the Soviet Navy to
act within the “profile” presen ted , including the ability to maintain
about the current levels of nava l presence in distant areas. But
qualitative upgrading also does not appear to have potential for altering
the model of Soviet naval power during the next decade in any
fu n da men tal way. Increasingly capable surface ships and submarines
may “fatten ” the prof ile somewhat at the middle of the conflict
spectr um , espec ially if the US Navy fails to provide viable opposition
to potent ial Soviet n aval activity at those levels , bu t it is u nlikely that
the Soviet Navy could break out of its current profile before the end of
the century , and almost certainly not in the eighties.

What forces are we likely to see? Based on my notions of the
“profile ” of Soviet naval power , and the belief that my models will
basically hold true and reflect nava l construction decisions through the
eighties, I postulate the follow ing:
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Surface Ships

Gorshkov appears to be escalating his p revious arguments that
surface ships are justified by their contributio n to strateg ic missions. 20

We will see more air-capable ships (“ASW Cruisers ”) like Kiev, and
perhaps some will he a slightly large r follow-on class. As noted in Table
4 , there are already two Mo5kva class and two more Kiev class ships are
currently building. Seven or eight can be expected to be in commission
by the end of the 1980’s. Like the operation of the current Kiev, they
will probably be kept close to home most of the t ime. The newer units
at least will likely stay close to the “str:itegic ” fleet areas — the Northern
and Pacific Fleet areas.

Missile-car rying cru isers , now numbering about 25 , will  prob ably
in~rease by about 10 units by the end of the eighties. Similarly,
Gorshkov and his followers have probably sold the Soviet
politico-military leadershi p on a significant increase in the number of
missile-armed destroyers now in the fleet. The 53 now in commission
include some older units. There will be a total of about 70 , including
many newer ones, by 1990. Older , nonmissile-bearing cruisers,
destroyers , and frigates will suffer significant numerical reductions. The
total number of the major surface combatants discussed thus far will
probably decline f rom about 235 to about 190 in the late 1980’ s.

Among minor surface combatants (see Table 5), there will
probably be a general reduction as small , old units are retired more
quickly tha n rep lacements enter service. The approximately 142
missile-bearing patrol craft include some that are quite old. Fewer new
Nanuchuk as and follow-ons , will appear than Osas and Komars that
will leave the inventory. Thus , bot h missile and nonmissile minor
surface combatants will be reduced in nu m ber . The approximately 850
minor su rface combatants shown in Table 5 will be cut to about 700
during the next decade .

Larger amphibious ships (see Table 6), currently numbering about
71 units , will probably not be sign ificantly incre ased. Newer units will
replace old ones, a nd a few large r amp hibious ships will appear . Many
of the small , old amphibious vehicles and craft will be retired in favor
of new air-cushion types. None of these developments will constitute a
Sovie t naval projection capability beyond the adjacent seas. If such a
capability were developed to any serious degree , it would clearly
disprove my model of the Soviet Navy. So would the development of
large numbers of rep lenishment ships. These are not anticipated.
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Submarines

The Soviet submarine force wil l probably continue to decline
somewhat numerically, because a large number  of Soviet
conventionally powered submarines are getting quite old and , in spite
of the penchant for keeping them around well beyond what  would
seem to be their usefu l life , they must be retired.

It  is not too difficult to predict the general future of the Soviet
SSBN force even thoug h the current strategic arms limitation (SAL)
situation is yet to be resolved . The Golf and the nuclear Hotel class
ships will be over 20 years old in the 1980’s. Before the end of that
decade , the oldest Yankees will be that  old. New SSBN’s, and perhaps
large r ones , will surely appear in the eighties. With a SAL agreement ,
there will almost surely be no sign ificant increase in total numbers of
units carrying strateg ic missiles. The profil e of the Soviet Navy
presented in this paper does not suggest theoretical limits on Soviet
naval strategic nuclear attack forces , but the Soviet marshals probably
do , and will impose limits anyway regardless of the outcome of SAL
negotiations . A rathe r na rrow ra n ge, near the current number of SSBN’s
allowed under SAL agreemer ’ts , is p robably accurate for the Soviet
SSBN force through the remainder of the century .

The 39 nuclear attack and the 43 nuclear cruise-missile submarines
in the Soviet inventory will increase in number by about 50 percent by
1990 . By then , 40-50 percent of the approximately 152 conventional
powered , general purpose submarines should have been retired . Again ,
we should expect in the submarine force a qualitative upgrading and an
overall quantitative decline. (General purpose submarines will decline
overall by about 30 units .)

Naval Aviatio n

The change s here might be affected by SAL and will depend partly
on the evolution of Soviet air-capa~ le ships. Strategic arms limita-
tions might a ffect the number of Backfire aircraft assigned to Naval
Aviation , but a large number , perhaps 200 , are probably intended to be
assigned to the navy in any case . This will be a very important upgrad-
ing of the naval bomber force , though the total numbers in tha t  force
mig ht decline from its current  inventory of about 368 Badger, Blinder .
Beagle and Backfire bomber aircraft  as age takes its toll , especially from
the 280 Badgers.
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I f  the  Soviets cont inue  to bu ild typica l ly  Sovie t -style air-capable
ships , as I t h i n k  they will , we can expect s igni f icant  increase in vert ical
and s~:art take-off  and landing  (V/ STOL) aircraft  (perhaps  200) and
helie”r .~ers (perhaps  100 ) to support those ships . Reconnaissance and
~ot i sub r n a r ine  war fa re  (ASW) ai rcraf t  will probab T y main ta in  their  cur-
rent numbers  more or less . On the whole , Soviet Naval Avia t ion  will
increase roug hly by the incremen t  of new V/STOL and helicopters
(perhaps by 250-300 a i rc ra f t ) .

Presence , Operations , and Ex ercises

The Soviet Navy will cont inue  to m ake  port Visits to the Third
World and conduct operations and exercises as it has in the  past few
years. “Permanent ” presences in the Indian Ocean and the
Medi terranean might increase slightly hut , except for occasional crises ,
they are not likely to expand much . Emphasis on qual i ta t ive  upgr ading
and general , though not dramatic , reduct ions in numbers  of uni ts  avail-
able will make it d i f f icul t  to keep increased numbers of uni ts  away
from the Eurasian periphery. The USSR will cultivate semi permanent
port facili t ies , but will not stake too much investment  in them , political
or economic , and will not a t t empt  to ma in ta in  too many  such locations
simultaneously.

Technological Potential

The Soviet Navy can be expected to pursue innova t ive  ideas , It ‘.. ot
course , impossible to predict what  new departures the f u t u r e  ho ld s
However , there do not appear to be any i m m i n e n t  b reak th rough ’. t h a t
will free the Soviet Navy from the constraints which limit  ‘.~~n i e  t a ~~e 1’.
of its naval power. Though we can expect  the Soviet N a v y  to  field nc~
ideas in propulsion and weaponry in the nex t  decade , i t  i ’.  pr t ~h a h l ’ .  not
innovation in the realm of naval hardware per Se tha t  will in ,p a~ I on th e
model of Soviet naval power pre sented in th i s  paper . So’. Ic ’ n .is , i I
s trategy is cr i t ical ly rela ted to overall Soviet strategic power ,  and to t h e
current rough balance of strategic power between the  Uni te d  S j T c ~ and
the USSR. A technolog ical breakthrough that  changed tha t  re la t ionship
could have dramatic impact  on the current  profile of Soviet n a ’ . a I
power .
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CONCLUSI ONS

The contemporary Soviet Navy is different  from any other navy in
the history of seapower . A creature of the nuclear age , the  Soviet Navy
developed first around strategic nuclear missions , then around non-
conflict roles in the internat ional  polit ico-milita ry arena. A limited
naval strategy resulted , based on the threat  of escalation from lowest to
highest levels and on continued relevance of naval power to t radi t ional
cont inenta l  concerns. Abili ty to wage “war at sea ,” and abil i ty to wield
the kind of naval power exercise d in the past by great seapowers were
not part of the license for Soviet naval strategy engendered by the
nuclear age.

Approaching the end of a quar ter  of a century  of evolution , the
Soviet Navy appears to have about completed tai loring itself to fi t  the
unique profile of log ical, economical naval expression appropriate to
Soviet nuclear superpower status.  At least the directions are f i rmly set.
Older shi ps are likely to be replaced by fewer but more technologically
up-to-date ones , and there is not likely to be a Soviet pretense to
assume a role reminiscent  of t radi t ional  seapowers .

I f this assessment is wrong, we will see significant changes in several
facets of Soviet naval policy. Aircraft carriers closer to the Western type
might appear. A genuine projection capability and underway replenish-
ment ships would be clear portents. Development of Soviet l~ases and
simultaneous programs to increase overall numbers as well as quality of
Soviet naval forces would clearly indicate that Soviet naval strategy
suffered no residual constraints from the prenuclear age. But none of
this seems to be in the cards.

The Soviet Navy will continue to be a serious challenge to the West
through the 1980’s, but one that , if both the nuclear-age license and the
constra ints  of the Soviet Navy are understood , can be coped wi th  by
the West. Strategic nuclear attack and defense missions will continue to
dominate the construction and deployment of that Sovie t Navy .
Countering capabilities for these missions must enjoy very high priority
in the United States , next to our own naval strategic at tack capabilities.
Bu t we must  not lose sight of the fact that Soviet military policy does
not view war with the West only in terms of spasmodic massive attack
and defense or , in other words , only as a short war. Before , after , and
during intercontinental nuclear attack there can be large -scale conflict
betw een General Purpose For ces a nd a req uirem en t for Soviet mariti me
capabilities to at tempt  to “defend in depth” the Eurasian periphery.
Traditional limitations on R ussian seapower would complicate this
effort , but only if Western navies are built and disposed to frustrate it.
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At long distances from the Soviet Un ion in peacetime or in times of
local tension , the Soviet Navy will  cont inue to have l imitations which
can be exploited by an active US naval policy, It is true that , in the
absence of a viable opponent , a minor naval presence can be quite
effective. It is also true that , when vital nat ional  interests on both sides
are involved , a lesser force can interpose itself in the path of a greater
force and , relying on a credible threat of escalation to intercont inental
levels of conflict , deter tha t  large r force . However , in the author ’s
opinion , the stakes are not hi gh enough for the USSR in most Third
World s i tua t ions  to make this strategy workable iii the face of a resolute
opposing force . Perhaps Soviet leaders see an era of general US
retrenchment front foreign involvement and calculate that they will
have sufficient  opportunities where resolute opposing force will not be
present and where , in spite of costs in terms of war-fighting missions ,
far-flung naval forces will be warranted.  The point is that the choice is
ours , not theirs.
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the seas. (The United States N avy could control the seas in this event if
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Level 12: “Slow-motion ” nuclear excha nge is where naval stra tegic forces are
u sed demonstrably. In this context , na val operations of a trad itional
nature (ASW , ships vs. ships , anti-surface shipping) are deployed in a
wide-ranging intense demonstration , but are limited to a very short
time period. No pretense is made to command the seas. and there is a
pervading threat to either end hostilities entirely or proceed to a level
of destruction and chaos where action on the high seas will be of little
consequence. The nonst rategic naval forces act as an integral part ot
the strategic action , which is inherently limited to a short time period.

Level 11: All .out conventional war: a comprehensive nav al confrontation in
conjunction with a massive land conflict where strategic nuclear
missiles had somehow been avoided. The navy ’s mission is to isolate the
enemy allies from thei r sea communications as well as to destroy the
enemy navy.

Level 10: An extended “war at sea” involves the full range of naval power the
two sides can muster and deploy with the exception of strategic
nuclear missile forces. The navy ’s mission is to destroy the enemy navy
in a confl ict tacitly limited to the ocean theater.

Level 9: A prolonged theater conflict is limited to a specific theater where each
side would support and reinforce its naval forces from its total naval
arsenal. Strategic nuclear attacks are not involved.

Level 8: Opposed naval intervention: an attempt to land significant intervention
forces in a period of tension and conflict where the other superpower
can be expected to oppose with its naval forces. This includes a clear
challenge to meet this opposition with the full range of the nation’s sea
power and thus to escalate quickly through higher levels. The Soviets
have not pretended to have the capability to execute such a landing but
rather have concentrated on denying the US ability to do so by means
of a credible threat to cause intolerable losses and force escalation to
nuclear strategic levels.

Level 7: Brief war at sea : a short confrontation of intense naval conflict lasting
at most onl y a few hours or days. Conflict is concentrated in areas
where significant forces are already deployed such as the
Mediterranean. Use of all anti-ship weaponry, including nuclear ones , is
likely and would have to be assumed in a tactical situation with
modern Soviet ships. Though this is temporarily “limited” con flict , it
has the characte r of a demonst rativ e “pause” between contr ollable
conflict and higher levels involving strategic rockets and continental
defe nse.

Level 6: A quick “flare’up ” exchange is between major concentrations of naval
forces (the Mediterranean). The use of nuclear-missile weaponry would
be very difficult to avoid because Soviet credibility to emerge fro m
such an exchange is heavily based on these weapons. Escalation will
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probably be unavoidable , and the Soviets have said or implied this
ofte n.

Level S: Localized shooting incident: a very localized escalation to a shooting
excha nge between a few units. It would be a “flare- up ” incide n t
where there would be little question of nuclear weapons involved. Suf-
ficie ntly isolated from major concentrations of naval power, it could be
quickl y suppressed before large forces are involved,

Level 4: Indirect conflict with other superpower. Advisors would be used to
hel p a surrogate power make a limited attack. The surrogate power ’s
units would be built and equ ipped in the image of one’s own navy.

Level 3: Nonconflict deployment of naval forces. This would include the
following elements : support of a regime in difficulty; clea rly
unopposed landing of a limited fo rce; and emplacement of naval
forces in locations of tensions to deter offensive actions .
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naval muscles for demonstrative purposes; interfering with one another
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